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Wisbech Oct 28th 1842
Jas Watson
We are concerned to see the balance of thy account still so very large much
beyond all bounds and must beg of thy making arrangements to alter the figures
very materially as speedily as possible and in mean time by no means to increase
the present balance. GBP
PS. We shall be glad to have some conversation with thee on the subject the next
time thou art in *oess.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 5 Novr 1842
Thos Fryer
We return the Banking book leaving a balance of £11135. 5. 1 in our favor.
My Brother & I have had conversation on the subject of thy letter. We should,
as well as the firm generally be sorry to inconvenience you, & therefore will accede
to thy request of waiting another year to see if you can materially reduce the
account by your regular means. At the same time we would beg to observe the
account is about 2700£ heavier than it was the corresponding period of last year,
and we must request you to be good enough not to increase the present heavy
balance, but to effect its gradual reduction as early as opportunity may offer.
***(Yours respectfully) WP
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 17th of Novr 1842
W & C Jecks
My Brother & myself met our Norwich Partners yesterday who observed
much on the heavy state of your balance due to us. Note & running acc[oun]t
included (amount about £15400) such heavy locks up being inconsistent with our
mode of business. May we trouble thee to communicate with thy Brother on the
subject and afterwards inform us what arrangements you propose for the reduction
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of the balance which we shall be glad to have effected at your earliest convenience.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wisbech 17 November 1842
E Phillips
At a meeting with our Norwich Partners yesterday they expressed a wish to
see the Bond Debt in a course of gradual reduction as heavy continued advances are
contrary to our mode of business. At the same time we should be very sorry to
inconvenience you in any way, but perhaps thou wilt be good enough at thy leisure
to communicate their sentiments to your firm.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 28 Novr 1842
W Gale Townley
According to thy request we enclose the Banking Book which has been
balanced & continued as far as our advises reach including the two sums
transferred by my Brother which he has now charged again to the account &
returns the note given for the former sum. Thinking thou wouldst wish to know the
amount which will become due to D Gurney & others on the 3rd Feb next. I have
thought it best to insert it below.
Thine AP 1 years int (interest) on 7000 due 3 Feb [18]43 £315
Ded Income Juy 9. 3.9
305.16.3
Instalment due same day 1000.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech Jan 14th 1843
Thos Robinson Eq Fire office Norwich
From some circumstances that have transpired we are much afraid thy
Brother has died considerably involved in his circumstances, and there are some
very doubtful entries at the Bank respecting which we wish to see thee at Wisbech.
We will thank thee to inform us the earliest day thou canst fix for coming to look
into his affairs as we should wish to be at home at the time.
I am ***(yours respectfully) WP.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 27 Jany 1843
Gurneys & Co
Present their respects to Mr. Macdonald and return him W Rowells Book as
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requested. They retain his own Book to compare the transactions previous to the
balance as various sums appear not entered to the credit at the time in their ledger
but paid in a Mass afterwards similar to what occurred in W Rowells account at his
leisure they
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will thank him for his former Banking Book as this does not go efficiently back.
They have enclosed under cover to the Mr Thos Robinson.
The copy of the Will
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 6 June 1843
W Gale Townley
May we trouble thee to send us the Bank Book which we will compare with our
ledger & write up. The balance now appears to exceed the sum stipulated. Perhaps
Mr Jones will be able to collect some arrears shortly so as to meet any future
payments.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 7 August 1843
***** & Co Forti* & Co Rust & Co Sinpton & Co & Yorke & Co
Wortt*ch & Sons
We take the liberty of informing you that in consequence of the great & long
continued depression in the money market a meeting of several of the Norfolk
Bankers was held at Norwich on Thursday last when it was agreed by those
present to lower the rate of interest allowed on Lodgments to 1 1/2 p cent after the
1 Oct next & to send out notices about the 1st Proxims. We have concluded to adopt
the same arrangements & if any changes should be contemplated by you we shall
be obliged by your having the goodness to inform us.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
7 Novr 1843
Peacock Handleys & Co Bourn
We have made enquiry respecting the Person Smith alluded to in your letter
and have pleasure in stating that we hear him well spoken of both as to his moral
character & general habits & we understand he gives satisfaction in his station of
clerk to our Borough Magistrates. His health we are informed is delicate that he
does not mix much in Society we understand he is possessed jointly with his Mother
of Property in Houses in the Town but to what extent we are not able to say.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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23 Novr 1843
Jas Watson
We had a meeting with our distant Partners yesterday who were much
dissatisfied with the very large Balances of thy acc[oun]t, & which my Brother &
myself had flattered ourselves would have been materially reduced before now
agreeably in to thy last letter. Such large advances it is neither prudent for us to
grant nor in thee to require at any time & especially so at the present period when
all speculations are so hazardous & uncertain. We must require the Balance may be
brought down to the sum stipulated 3000£ in the course
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of 2 or 3 weeks at furthest & in future that it may be kept within the sum, otherwise
our partners will not sanction our continuance of the account. The next time thou
art in Wisbech we shall be glad to have some conversation with thee on the subject.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Jany 23rd 1844
Jas Watson
We return the Banking Book made up & had hoped the Balance would have
been reduced by this time to the 3000£ agreed upon as the excess of advance.
Within a month from this date we must beg this may be effected and as we stated
before, our Partners will only consent to continue the account on the express
understanding that it is not overdrawn above this amount. We have charged £10 in
addition to the £3.5.4 com[missio]n on the few London transactions as where cash is
paid in & drawn out immediately to the Farmers. There is nothing left towards the
trouble & expense of conducting the account.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Feby 19 1844
Tycho Wing
We beg to acknowledge thy letter stating that £10,000 will be paid to the credit
of the new Outfull embankment on the 8th March and during the interval we shall be
ready to make a temporary advance if it should be required. With respect to thy
own account we are sorry to find that admission is not likely to be effected during
the percent half year as our Partners have observed to us upon the large figures,
and we had given them reason to expect they would not occur again. They
suggested to us it would be more regular if we could have the Dukes guarantee as
in case of anything happening to thee, as life is uncertain we might experience a
difficulty in the settlement. We will thank thee to be so good as not to draw more
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upon us than can well be avoided and must beg of thee to have the kindness as to
arrange that an alteration of the figures may take place in the ensuing half year.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Mar 30 1844
Johnson Sturton & Co
We must beg again to call your attention to the state of the balance of your
account which continues much heavier than is consistent with our Banking rules or
than is agreeable to our Partners. We may add that none of our other Professional
Friends press upon us in this way and we shall thank you so to arrange your
pecuniary matters as to avoid doing it in future.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
29 April 1844
Spencer Skelton
A Pe*house begs just to hint to his Friend Spencer Skelton that the figures of
his account have been for some time larger & as so heavy as advance will call for
the remarks from his Partners. He would be glad to see it reduced as soon as it can
be done within your convenience.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wisbech 9 May 1844
Day & Archer
In reply to your letter we shall be ready to advance Mr Fellowes, Mr Childers
& Mr Fryer as far as Ten Thousand Pounds with the understanding that the money
be repaid within a twelve month.
The mode we would propose would be for us to have a Bond from the above
mentioned gentlemen for the whole amount without reference to the middle level, &
we would make transfers as wantes to the credit of the account current of 2000£
each transfer so that no more money need be taken than is required.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 13 Sept 1844
G G Day
Having only just returned from Yorkshire must be my apology for not replying
earlier to thy letter of the 6th Inst[ant]. I am obliged to the gentlemen for the
handsome manner in which they have elected me as treasurer to the Middle level
Drainage Com[missione]r, and agreeably to the directions of the act I shall be ready
to give the Bond required. Presuming one or two sureties may be also necessary I
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would beg to propose some members of our Firm or John Brightwen Esq of
Yarmouth & Fras Cressewell Esq of Lynn being Bankers in the above Towns but
not my Co partners.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 16 Sept 1844
A Mills
We beg respectfully to certify that the Bearer our agent at Holbeach has been
in our employ for eighteen years during which period he has conducted our agency
there to our entire satisfaction and we have no doubt from the experience he has
acquired as auditor to the Holbeach Board of Guardians. He would give equal
satisfaction should the Gentlemen think proper to elect him as general auditor for
the county. G B P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 24 Oct 1844
W G Townley
We are going shortly to meet our partners to look over our Balances. We see
them now about 2300£ out being £1300 above the limit they fixed. Will the audit
take place shortly ? or any sums from other sources be paid in ? Not having looked
at the account lately we were not aware it was so large but must beg of thy making
arrangements respecting it. Mr. Hudson has paid his note. J Dows still remains &
we have not heard from him.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wisbech 11 Novr 1844
John Johnson Holbeach
As we are likely to meet our Partners in the course of two or three weeks,
when your accounts will come under their observation, I will thank thee to inform
me what your proposition is as to the further reduction or liquidation of J & Js Bond
& also of the account in the same names. With respect to the account of J S & K, I
am much disappointed in the prospect of having to lay so heavy a Balance before
them. We have had so many undertakings for its reduction which have not been
adhered to that we can no longer feel confident in any arrangement. W P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 13 Novr 1844
John Johnson, Holb[each]
I have received thy letter and with respect to the acc[oun]t & Bond of J&J if we
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could see a gradual annual reduction I think it would be satisfactory to my Partners.
The acc[oun]t of J J & K according to the periodical statements of our Agent has
certainly not been conducted according to the understanding between us. On 1st
Ap[ri]l last when the Balance was ab[ou]t £5000 you wrote us you should on the 8th
commence a reduction & that your pecuniary matters should be arranged as to give
us no cause of complaint in future. A temporary reduction followed but in July &
Aug[ust] the balance swelled to the unprecedented am[oun]t of ab[ou]t £7000. We
wrote you again & the arrangement as I understand between my Brother & Mr
Rey was, that by the 31 Oct the balance should be reduced 3000£ instead of which
our last return on that date gives £6180. Therefore we must think our case is made
out. We have no statement since 31 **** & if a reduction has been made since then
we are not aware of it. We are perfectly satisfied as to the safety of the money but it
is not in the line of business of Bankers to have their funds locked up for any length
of time as we are always liable to be called upon for Balances in our hands,
independent of which by the new Bank Charter we are now obliged to have
considerable sums in Gold & Bank of England
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**** very frequently in anticipation of the wants of our Friends we are allowed
to have only a certain amount of notes outstanding. Having had lately considerable
outgoings from my private funds I have no money at present. I am desirous of
putting out & do not think it will be necessary for you to trouble yourselves to come
over, only must express a hope you will keep reducing the balance until it is brought
within due limits & that you will put it upon a different footing in future. W P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 15th of 11th month 1844
Will[ia]m Skelton
We are much disappointed in observance the state of thy account which is
overdrawn near £3000 contrary to any understanding between us, and far beyond
any amount that ought to be required. In April last we consented for a few weeks
accommodation as far as £2000, but that was only to be for a short time. We must
beg a large reduction may be effected as early as possible, and until that be the case
must decline any more checks being valued upon us. G B & P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech Dec 20, 1844
Wm Skelton
Be so good as to look to the state of thy account, which with the checks lately
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drawn amounts to about 2700£ overdrawn in our book, instead of being reduced as
we had been led to expect.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech Dec 23rd 1844
Wm Skelton
Thy favor enclosing £53. 17. 4 to thy credit is rec[eive]d. We shall be glad to see
the balance reduced agreeably to thy letter, the late Bank Charter Act making it
more than ever (desirable) requisite for Bankers to have their funds at liberty
however good the security of their friends may be. The balance *** appears to be
ab[ou]t £2000, but we will thank thee at thy convenience to send the book as
proposed. G & B
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech Feby 24 1845
Jns Owen
My Partners have again been observing upon the large balance of thy account
and wish to have it reduced ** it is out of these line of Bankers to lock up their
Monies,
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however good the security may be, altho[ugh] we are willing to afford old friends
like thyself a temporary accommodation.
Some time since when we were talking the matter over thou mentioned thy
intention of disposing of some land.
May I request thee to do this or to take up some money shortly so as to relive
the account. W P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 22nd of 7th mo 1845
S Skelton
We are glad to see thy account reduced & likely to be still further lessened in
the regular course of thy business before long. In reply to thy favor we would
remark that such large advances are very objectionable to us as Bankers, & though
they may consist partly of undue Bills & acc***. These must be provided for with
Barclays when we give the advice, the same as other payments. Our confidence in
thy prudent management remains unchanged but it must be evident to a man of
business like thyself. The Bankers cannot be expected to find funds for their friends
concern in all cases, as far as they have confidence in their integrity or they might
soon have all their funds employed in this manner, which could not answer their
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purpose by any means.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 27th Octr 1845
A I Morton
Be so good as to look to the Balance of thy account & to reduce it in the course
of a few days. It would be exceeding unpleasant to my Brother & myself if our
partners were to see the figures in their present state.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 6th Nv 1845
James Watson
We have received thy letter & altho[ugh] we have no fears as to the safety of
the money yet accounts conducted in the manner thine has lately been are
exceedingly disagreeable to us & we can feel no confidence when the limits
assigned are so wantonly broken. Such being the case we would prefer closing the
account altogether we should however wish to do this in a manner to inconvenience.
Thyself or thy credit as little as possible & therefore would afford thee time to make
other arrangements, but in the interval must request the balance to be reduced to
the 3000£ as early as possible.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 20 Novr 1845
Overend & Co
The House you mention is a young firm. Lawson is an industrious man & we
believe they have been doing well lately. At the same time they cannot have much
property & we would recommend caution as they appear to be pushing business.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 29 Nov 1845
Tycho Wing
The enclosed letter which I beg to forward for thy consideration
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I have received from Mr D Gurney, our distant Partners having lately been
inspecting the accounts of our bank. At some convenient opportunity when we have
the pleasure of seeing thee, we should be glad to have a little conversation on the
subject. WP
Copy, to WP
It strikes me in looking over your Wisbech account that the account of Mr.
Wing of Thorney ought to be placed on a clearer footing. Of course I am fully aware
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of Mr. Wings high character in every respect, but in case of death (& in matters of
business that much be taken into account) how should we stand if the balance
against him was to the very large extent that it is periodically? We ought, I think, to
know whether or not it is the Duke of Bedford’s requirements which render it
necessary for Mr Wing to draw so largely upon us, if it is so surely it would not be
unreasonable for us to hold an acknowledgement from the Duke to that effect. If on
the other hand it is altogether Mr Wing’s private account, it ought. I think to be
considerably less in amount or we should receive some sort of security from him. I
venture to throw all this before you & perhaps you may think it well to
communicate with Mr. Wing on the subject.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 10th of June 1846
Thos *e*y
Having heard of a meeting being likely to take place respecting the dispute
between Mr Pate and thy Brother & his assignees, I beg to say that we as creditors
do not wish to interfere in any manner as to the apportionment of the money, &
although we suggested in conversation that if any money were paid, it might be
invested for George’s benefit. We do not urge this, as it may occasion a difficulty in
completing an arrangement. As we before stated, if a legal decision was come to, we
should then feel it incumbent upon us to claim anything the law allowed us.
W P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 2nd of 9th Mon[th] 1846
Henry Morton
I am sorry to be obliged to call thy attention to the Balance of thy account,
which ***** will be put into a state more in accordance with the wishes of my
Partners in a few days, and a heavy advance being as thou ******* at ****ce with their
views. Not sent to HM AP. having seen him.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 8th of 10th Mo[nth] 1846
A Mills
We observe in the Balance Book thy account was very heavy. We forgot the
arrangement about it: but please say whether this is now made right again, for the
accounts will shortly be laid before our Partners for who will probably remark upon
it. AP
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wisbech 10th mo[nth] 13th 1846
A Mills
We should be glad to see thy account reduced as early as conveniently may be,
our partners being particular as to advancing to those engaged in the concern, one
case opening the door to others & might lead to difficulties. At the same time from
the explanation in thy letter we would not wish thee to hasten its liquidation more
than can be done without inconvenience. A P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 24th of 10th mo[nth] 1846
Revd Jno Johnson Leamington
Thy letter agreeably to thy suggestion I have shown to my Brother, we are
both concerned to find thou art experiencing a difficulty in thy money matters, but
commend thy prudence in reducing thy establishment, and other expenses as much
as fairly practicable, as the closer this is done the sooner the difficulty will cease.
With respect to the Banking account we propose to grant thee a credit as far as
£250 for the next half year, so that the account may be overdrawn to that extent if
it should be required, but must thank thee to be so good as not to exceed. W P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech Novr 3rd 1846
Jas Ainger
We have taken the subject of thy letter into consideration & will accede to thy
request in encreasing thy salary to £200 p annum, observing however that though
we find more transactions & trouble in conducting business it does not encrease
profits in a corresponding manner, so much being now done without remuneration.
Thou wilt find the figures entered in the Book as heretofore, which we should
prefer still to be the case & enclose £25 to make up the half years salary proposing
in future to remit 50£ in a similar manner annually about this time of the year.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech Novr 6th 1846
H[enr]y Morton
We had hoped before this the heavy balance of thy account would have been
reduced, agreeably to our last conversation on the subject. We must beg this may be
done to the sum stipulated £3000 within the next fortnight when we are going to
meet our partners & in future trust the figures may be kept more within Bounds as
we would prefer doing less business to conducting such heavy accounts.
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wisbech 21st of January 1847
*** Rops
In consequence of the encreased trouble from a variety of causes in conducting
the Agency at Chatteris we have made the half yearly transfer to thy credit this
time £75 and propose doing the same in the future payments. G & Co
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 3 of April 1847
A Mills
We shall be glad to have the Balance B[oo]k as soon as may be. We would
recommend thee not to give up too much to public business which often proves very
fatiguing & unsatisfactory and consumes a great deal of time. G & Co
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
April 1847
A Mills
We are sorry to observe the heavy balance still remaining on thy account as if
it continues much larger. It will make a difficulty with our Partners and we should
wish thy good standing with them not to be lessened. The whole of our Firm
including ourselves are very particular as to our Partners or any in our employ
overdrawing their accounts for the purpose of speculation, & in fact this money
should not have been taken as we had no knowledge of the advance & would not
defend the transaction to our partners. We hope however thou wilt be able to alter
the figures materially before they come under their notice.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 10 August 1847
Wm Exley
Gurneys & Co are sorry to receive a cheque of their Friend William Exley’s for
£500 this morning, without any sums paid in to meet it. The present balance of the
account is to an un ** arranted amount & will be very objectionable to their Partners
& G & Co must request Mr Exley will avoid valuing upon them further until the
figures are materially reduced.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 18th August 1847
Jackson & Collins
Gurneys & Co will thank their Friends Jackson & Collins to have the kindness
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to look to the figures of their account, & will be obliged by their reducing them as
soon as it suits their convenience. The present times making it encreasingly
desirable for Bankers to have their funds at liberty & which G & Co have no doubt
their Friends Jackson & Collins will fully see the propriety of.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 20 August 1847
Lawson & Whitwell
Gurneys & Co will be glad to hear from their Friends Lawson & Whitwell as
soon as they have any further information to give them respecting the settlement of
their transactions with the London Houses. They consider it fully understood
between them. That nothing further will be balanced upon them but what is
previously provided for, & that the cheques already drawn will be met.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wisbech 2nd Sept 1847
Tycho Wing
We are expecting a meeting of our Partners shortly to look over our Bank
accounts, and the payment of £3500 last July having considerably swelled the
figures of thine. We shall be obliged by thy having the goodness to give us an
explanation respecting them, & to inform us when they will be reduced, that we
may state the same to our Partners, as they expect it is fully understood between us
that the future average balance will not be increased but contrariwise lessened. The
present circumstances of the times and the stringent measures of the Bank of
England make it essentially necessary for Bankers to keep their funds largely at
liberty, and of which we are sure thy knowledge of business will make thee fully to
see the position.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 14th Septr 1847
Henry Morton
From the recent events in the Corn trade we think it desireable to have a fresh
arrangement as to the future conducting of thy account, for we must decline the
system of advances and discounts lately required in it. We propose for the coming
season a standing credit of £3 m, but the account to be kept strictly within this sum,
and the discounts at 4 pct can be only continued on Bankers acceptances or
endorsements. We shall be glad to see the account reduced within these limits as
soon as it can be effected with convenience. G B P
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech Nov 29 1847
Phillips Si(?)bbetts & Co.
The Loan upon your Bond which we made some years since, having remained
longer than we then anticipated, we should be glad to have an arrangement for its
liquidation as it is very desireable for Bankers, and particularly so, in times like the
present, to have their funds at liberty against they may be required. What we would
beg to propose is that the whole amount, including the Bond and account current,
should be reduced to Three Thousand Pounds, and that the latter sum should be
understood to be the limit of our advance in future. In making this proposal we are
desirous however that you should have sufficient time for the completion of such an
arrangement, & if you can conveniently cause it to be effected in about six months,
it would be quite satisfactory to us.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wisbech Dec 1, 1847
H Morton
Gurneys & Co beg to observe to Mr Morton that his account was overdrawn
after the transactions on Saturday about £6800 & though now again reduced you(?).
They must request the limit of £3000 be strictly observed, otherwise they shall be
obliged to decline conducting the account altogether.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech Dec 1 1847
Jas Watson
Gurneys & Co much regret Mr Watson should so disregard the arrangement
respecting the balance of his account which appears now about £4500 overdrawn
notwithstanding his late promise, and must request the transactions to the debit
may cause, as they cannot consent to conduct the account if it be not kept strictly
within the prescribed limits.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 6 Decr 1847
Thos Fryer (D & T F)
We have received thy letter with the Banking Book of D & T Fryer. We are
sorry you have not yet found it convenient to reduce the heavy balance. At a
meeting of our Partners a few days since the figures of it came under their
deliberate consideration. The heavy lock up for so many years being exceedingly
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objectionable to us as Bankers, who are liable at all times to have the balances in our
hands required of us, and the present period calls for encreased caution in this
respect. We must therefore beg to decline continuing the advance for another year,
& propose that the balance be reduced to Three Thousand Pounds & that this latter
sum should be understood to be the limit of your advance in future. In making this
proposal we are however desirous that you should have time for the completion of
such an arrangement and would therefore propose six months from this date for
that purpose, trusting that you would nevertheless in a few weeks alter materially
the present figures. for Partners & Self H P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 10 April 1848
* Phillips & Co
We have considered the subject of our conversation & will consent to fall in
with your proposition for liquidating the Bond by quarterly instalment of 2000£
cash. The first being considered to be due on the 1st June & the quarterly payments
consecutively from that date, this being the time proposed for its liquidation in our
communication of November last. G B P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 3 Jany 1848
Chas Boucher
We beg to acknowledge thy favor, and if we ever departed from one uniform
rate of interest to all our friends we should from the highly
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respectable manner in which your account is always conducted do it in your case.
The present rate is the same as is allowed by the other Bankers of the firm, & the
Norfolk Banks generally & it is our wish that this should be according to the
average value of money, yet it would be very undesirable for our friends or
ourselves, were we to keep altering according to the temporary fluctuations in the
market. We would also observe that altho[ugh] the rate of interest has been during
the past year generally high, it has been peculiarly difficult to obtain safe temporary
investments and in government and most other securities there has been as we are
since you are aware a very great depreciation.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 10 May 1848
Wm Monins
We beg to acknowledge thy letter and are exceedingly glad to find Mr. Peyton
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is following thy valuable advice in his money transactions. Most sincerely do we
hope a comparative short period will clear him of his difficulties and enable him to
enjoy his very liberal Income. The times now are much against Bankers tying up
their funds, but as the advance is wanted only until July we will accede to thy
request of overdrawing the account for a few hundreds say to 300£ if it should be
required. We will not trouble thee for a note of hand but the balance can remain on
thy account. The payment of £150 on Saturday next shall be duly attended to as has
been thy request respecting the note.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 10 June 1848
William Pratt
Gurneys & Co with their respects return their Friends W Pratts By Book
which they have made up also Pratts E(?)xecs M(?). In reference to his conversation
with their AP respecting the encrease of the Bank transactions at March they
request his acceptance of the enclosed £10 note in consideration thereof although
the present times are not at all favorable to Bankers.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
June 17 1848
Jas Marshall
When it is convenient to thee to call upon us we shall be glad to have some
further conversation on financial matters our Partners having again observed upon
the heavy figures of the account.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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25 Sepr 1848
Barclay & Co.
Henry Morton carries on a considerable business in the corn trade which he
conducts with respectability. He as was the case with the trade in general had
considerable losses last year but we consider him notwithstanding trustworthy to a
moderate extent.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
29 Sep 1848
Sturton & Key
We beg to acknowledge your favor informing us of the retirement of our old &
highly respected Friend Mr Johnson. The high standing your office has so long
maintained will we hope be enjoyed by the present firm but will give us pleasure to
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continue the friendly intercourse that has so long existed.
The debt of the old Firm we shall be glad to see gradually extinguished at as
early a period as convenient and in any future transactions we must beg of you so to
regulate your financial operations as to keep except on temporary occasions within
your own resources.
Bankers are always liable to be called upon for Balances in their hands and it is
very undesirable either for them or their Professional Friends to have their monies
locked up
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
15 Novr 1848
Wm Gale Townley
We beg to return the Banking Book made up. The balance is very large being
double the limit understood between us, but we hope it may be materially altered
by the audit before the end of this month when we are to have a meeting of our
Partners. After the audit is over, an arrangement should be made respecting the
instalment & interest due last Feb & the note for 800£.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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20 Decr 1848
Joseph Marshall
We will thank thee to have the goodness to inform us when we may expect to
receive the payment which was mentioned by thee as being about to be effected
when we last had a call from thee. In the mean time we shall also thank thee to
avoid a further encrease of the present balance as the great scarcity of money in the
country makes it requisite for Bankers to have their resources largely at level.
W P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
6th mo, 5th 1849
W Pratt
We beg to request thy acceptance of the enclosed £10 note in addition to thy
salary for the past year. B & P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
July 20 1849
Geo Clarke Little London, Long Sutton
Mr. Capram has written to Chas Metcalfe to enquire if we would give up our
mortgage claim on the Copyhold land & cottages. This as trustees we do not feel
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that we can do. The money not being our own, but on considering the matter fully
we would on behalf of the Bank consent to raise the 700£ on condition of this sum
with the Bond (£2000) and the Balance of the accounts being included in a third
Mortgage to us. This 3 rd Mortgage say about £3650 we would propose to be at 4
1/2 pct is the Interest be paid within 6 weeks of the time it becomes due if not then
5 prct agreeably to the former Mortgage. Payments by instalments towards the
reduction of this Sum we would of course receive as might be afterwards arrange
between us.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
2 Oct 1849
W. G. Townley Beau*ice
My Brother having gone into Suffolk, has requested me to reply to thy note
which only reached him just as he was starting and to say that we understood the
annual instalment of £1000 was to be waved under the new arrangements this
being the case we trust that the misunderstanding in canceling the other Bond will
not be of much consequence, as it will make no difference in this respect. We will
take care that the ch[ec]k for £300 drawn in consequence of the death of Mr.
Renand is attended to and shall be glad to find that thy arrangements after the
present year are more to thy satisfaction.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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20 March 1850
A Mills
In looking over the Bal[an]ce Book we see Johnson & Sturtons balance
encreased ( probably from the settlement of the Interest ) but please apply to Mr.
Sturton for this interest as the balance must not grow larger on any account. Our
Partners being much dissatisfied with those two accounts & we trust the interest at
any rate will be settled before the next monthly statement. We feel exceedingly
disappointed no movement has been made in S & K’s acc[ount], but have written Mr.
Sturton on the subject. We had hoped T A Harrison Esq acc[oun]t would have been
lessened instead of encreased before this. Please give thy early attention to it. C M
Denny’s account is large. Please drop him a line unless spoken to lately request its
reduction at his earliest convenience & in the meantime not to encrease the present
am[oun]t. Any others thou thinked(?) desireable please also write or give a hint to.
The whole amount of advance we observe is considerably larger than this time last
year. Mr **yer was here yesterday & we have agreed to make him a temporary loan,
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but purpose doing it here so as not to swell your advances.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
13 July 1850
Thos Sturton
We duly received thy letter of the 28th ****[last?] and are sorry to find that you
are not able to make any present payment towards the reduction of the account of
Johnson Sturton & Key as such we must request you will in the course of a few days
lodge with us available security for the present amount which we shall be glad to
receive here.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
13 July 1850
Sturton & Key
Gurneys & Co are exceedingly surprised that the account of Sturton & Key
should have been largely overdrawn considering the express understanding
between them and now beg to say they have given Mr Wills directions to pay no
further cheques until the amount is in credit which they trust it will be in a few days
as they cannot consent to its continuing long overdrawn.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
13 July 1850
Mr Johnson
We are still unable to obtain any reduction in the account of J. S & K. altho[ugh]
Mr Sturton gives us expectation of receiving some payment at Michaelmas. We are
now writing Mr. S[turton] requesting available security may be lodged with us for
this amount.
The writings deposited by thee with us we consider as held by us in the first
place as a collateral security for the Bond for £4500 dated 30 Ap1 1838 to our Wm
Peckover & Algenon Peckover and further for the old acc[oun]t of J & S, but as we
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do not appear to have any memorandum from thee exactly defining it. We shall be
obliged if thou wouldest send us a written document to that effect. The present
balance of J & S is £2340 or thereabouts inclusive of interests.
P.S. We presume nothing has been done by thee by way of any settlements or
otherwise to create any other heir on the property.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
24 July 1850
Alfred Mills
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J Sturton was here last evening & left some securities against J. S & K’s acc
[oun]t, but has done nothing respecting Sturton & Key’s Balance. Of course it is fully
understood no further payments must take place upon that account unless
previously provided for till it is again a credit **. Should any checks be presented
they must be returned & referred to the drawers.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Dec 4th 1850
Henry Morton
On coming here this morning I am sorry & disappointed to find, after our
understanding on the subject that your account is overdrawn to the large extent of
£5300 or thereabouts.
You must clearly understand that our firm cannot consent to so extravagant an
advance & we hope you will be good enough to reduce it at once to reasonable limits.
D G
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Dec 10th 1850
Henry Morton
Gurneys & Co exceedingly regret Mr Morton should place their resident
Partners in so unpleasant a position from his want of attention to the financial
department of his concern. The account is now overdrawn £1000 more than when
Mr Gurney wrote him last week and the firm seem to have no way of guarding
themselves but by refusing payment of his cheques, which they should deeply
regret being obliged to do.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wisbech 18th Feb 1851
Thos Peele D[ea]r Friend
We were very glad to hear that thou wast the Purchaser of the Estate that it
might still be in the Family & hope thou wilt long live to enjoy it. As Mortgagees &
not vendors, we have not the power to interfere with the contract terms of sale and
therefore would not wish to express any opinion on the subject, but if thou prefers
giving a cheque for the deposit now, we shall have pleasure in accommodating thee
with any advance required for that purpose. We are obliged by thy kind
remembrance of old times and are with respects. Yours respectfully. G B P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 13th March 1851
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Wm Monins
In answer to thy letter we beg to observe that the present times are most
unfavorable for Bankers in the Agricultural Districts to make advances there being
so little spare money and the state of the Farmers as thou observes is such that it is
extremely difficult to carry on the business of the Country.
We are sorry to find this depression places thee in an unpleasant situation & it
appears to us, as the annual corn averages will keep reducing & occasion a decrease
in the future am[oun]t of rent charge that the difficulty will become greater.
If however it would be of service as a temporary matter we would endeavour
to comply with thy wishes for an advance (say for a period of time not exceeding a
twelvemonth) as far as £1000, on a Bond being given by Mr Peyton to us as a
collateral security for thy acc[oun]t to that extent if required. In doing this we would
beg to observe, thy responsibility to us would still continue. Therefore it would be
necessary for thee to take care the balance due on the account was forthcoming and
would not be affected in case of the decease of Mr Payton. G B P
The Bond if it should be required might be drawn up here by Mr C Metcalfe &
forwarded to thee. Unless thou wouldst prefer doing so, we do not know that it is
necessary for thee to trouble thyself to come over.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
14 April 1851
Jackson & Collins
We shall be obliged by your having the goodness to reduce the heavy balance of
your account at your early convenience. The continued scarcity of money in the
country makes it essentially necessary for bankers to keep their funds largely at
command & which we are sure you will see the propriety of their doing.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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14 April 1851
Joseph Marshall
We flattered ourselves from our conversation with thee in November last that
before this period we should have witnessed a considerable reduction in the very
heavy balance of thy account. It is also with concern we observe the amount is
nearly £400 larger now than it was there altho we thought it was perfectly
understood between us that the thou balance would not be increased. We must by
thy serious attention to the amount it being very objectionable to our Partners to
have monies so largely locked up & trust thou wilt be good enough to make early
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arrangements for footing it in a different state & in the mean time avoid valuing
upon us. If freehold writings were deposited with us till this is done the account
would have a better appearance to our Partners.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
14 April 1851
W. G. Jackson
We beg just to remark that the Balance of thy Father’s Police acc[oun]t has
been encreasing for a considerable time nothing having been paid to the credit since
August 1849. We shall therefore be obliged by thy kindness in looking to it to
getting it put on a different footing and in the mean time request that provision may
he made for the payments required without extending the present balance now
upwards of £2538 out.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
（not sent. JM having called same day の記述）
27th Octr 1851
Jas Marshall
We beg to enclose the Banking Book made up leaving a balance of £[空白] in
our favor. From the conversation that passed between us some months passed we
flatter ourselves some decided steps have been taken before this period for the
purpose of liquidating this large balance & shall be glad to be informed what
arrangements thou hast made respecting it. The figures are as we are sure thou art
aware quite beyond all Banking rules & our Firm must beg to decline continuing the
present advances.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wisbech Oct 28 1851
Jas Ainger D[ea]r Friend
We have received thy note, & are sorry thou hast had to incur so many
unavoidable expenses this year. At the same time we feel that the present salary is
far larger than we have ever allowed before. That like thy own our profit are
greatly reduced while our anxieties are increased, & that in fact the Whittlesea
Branch cannot afford any extension of salary. Permit us however to bear our full
testimony to thy uniform correct management in conducting the concern, and our
regret that the state of thy health does not permit of the same exertions as
heretofore. And trusting thou wilt receive this in the same good feeling in which it is
written & that thy health may be gradually reestablished. I remain with our kind
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regards for Partners & self. G & P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 12th of Novr 1851
Sun Life As[surance] Co 63 Threadneedle Street
We beg to inform you that Josiah Rumball has by deed bearing date the 11th of
this month assigned his Life Policy No 6906 for £750 and accumulations to us. That
in case of his death the money may not be paid to any other party. We will thank
you to acknowledge the receipt of this letter. W A P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech May 1 1852
D. Veasey
In consequence of what passed between us when we had the pleasure of seeing
thee here, we have made further enquiries, but appears the person alluded to has at
different times been in the habit of making applications in the way mentioned by
thee. My brother & myself had an interview with J Ross, have taken over the
subject of the petty charges, which originated when we were obliged to pay Bank
paper. They will not be longer continued. The matter had escaped our observation,
for we did not wish to be done with Banks with whom we exchanged. With respect
to your opening an establishment at Chatters we feel we have no wishes to interfere
with any arrangement you may think proper to make at the same time we should
much regret our being brought into collision with you in any way.
It might lead to our firm being obliged to take a similar step for the sake of
keeping our conve**** together though we should do this very unwillingly.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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28th January 1851
Wm Whitling
We are really concerned to address thee again on the figures of thy account
which is now upwards of £6000 overdrawn, and must beg thou wilt not value
further upon us until a considerable reduction is effected. As Life is uncertain with
us all we should be glad if some freehold writings would be deposited with us as a
collateral security, until something efficient is done & we must request that thou
wilt give the subject of reducing thy account thy serious consideration as such
heavy figures are quite contrary to all Bkg(Banking) Rules.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
10 Decr 1851
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Edward Key
We must call thy close attention to the long standing balances due to us on thy
Promissory Note & the account. Such continued advances are quite contrary to our
line of business & we must request that thou wilt so arrange thy pecuniary matters
as to alter the balances materially in the course of the next two months & to provide
for their liquidation at no distant period.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
10 Feb. 1852
J. H. Gurney
We have unfortunately a very unpleasant case which turned up last evening in
looking for an error in our balance, & that is the dishonesty of our clerk Grant. He
has been erasing since the year began figures in the Provincial(?) & Holbeach
acc[oun]ts after the transaction had been examined & checked off by which has
embezzled apparently about £500. When found out we consigned him to a police
officer. He has been before the Magistrate today & is remanded for tomorrow & the
result we expect will be his committal to Cambridge. It is a painful duty but we ho*e
you will think we have done right for the sake of example to prosecute him. GP
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Mar[ch] 15 1852
W.G. Townley
May we trouble thee to look at the figures of thy account which are large
(about £2400. overdrawn) & will thank thee to regulate them at thy earliest
convenience. W P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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26th May 1852
Daniel Fryer
May we trouble thee to have the kindness to look to the Brewery account (the
balance of which is very large being nearly £7000 overdrawn). The limit understood
between us was £3000. We must request you to be so good as to reduce it within
this amount at your earliest convenience and that in future the balance may not
exceed this sum. We shall be glad to hear from thee in a few days & in the
meantime. We remain with respectfully GBP
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
3 June 1852
R[ober]t Baxter
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I have seen my Brother and mentioned the subject of our conversation to him.
From our former knowledge of thy great regularity and good management we will
accede to thy request for an occasional temporary accommodation as far as £500
shouldst thou complete the proposed arrangement, presuming it will not be
required for a very long period. We sincerely wish thee success in the undertaking.
WP
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
26 June 1852
Daniel & Thomas Fryer
We are much concerned to observe the balance of your account keeps largely
increasing notwithstanding our repeated serious ***rances & must now beg to
request that you will not draw further upon us without having previously provided
for the same, as such large advances are most objectionable to us as Bankers. We
hope by Michaelmas agreeably to the letter of your D Fryer Esq. the balance will be
brought within the understood limits.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
18 Dec 1852
T. D. Young
Being from home yesterday must explain my not acknowledging thy letter
sooner. Truly sorry am I to find thy circumstances from ill health in thy family have
been rendered so uncomfortable & sincerely do I hope by precautions thou mayst
be relieved from such trials in future. The note of hand I return here with the
interest due upon it I have taken upon myself so that this will leave a clear £10 in
the Bank for thy use whenever thou art inclined to draw it.
I am glad to hear thy acc[ount] is doing so well. A P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
6 Jany 1853
James Ainger
We have this morning received thy letter, and must regret thou art feeling it
necessary to resign the agency which thou hast conducted for many years so
efficiently. Perhaps thou will be good enough to allow our letters to be addressed to
thee as usual for the next few days, but we will take steps to relieve thee as early as
is well practicable.
With respect to a retiring salary, as Mr Thorpe stated to thee our Partners
have informed us, it has never been allowed by any of the firms to an agent, and we
have only one instance here where it has been done to a retiring clerk.
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Regarding Mr Baker we are quite sensible of his great regularity
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and thy recommendation will carry due weight with our firm. Hoping thou mayst
still enjoy many years of improved health & repose. for Bro[ther] & self WP
As in transferring the agency it will be necessary for the acc[oun]t to be made
up and the balance transferred, we will trouble thee therefore to direct the Book to
be sent to us for that purpose.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
8 Jany 1853
James Ainger
We received thy note of yesterday with the Book & were gratified in finding
thou wert feeling so much better again. The Book we propose sending on Tuesday
morning by Fredk Mills when it can be balanced, and we should be glad if Mr Baker
was to come over here by that mornings train, when we would converse with him
about the conducting of the future agency. As it is quite our wish to give him the
offer of it agreeably to thy recommendation. If this should meet thy approbation
perhaps thou wilt be kind enough to hand the within note to him.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
8 Jany 1853
Jns Baker Jun[io]r
Mr Ainger has no doubt informed thee of his wish to decline the future
conducting of our agency in consequence of the state of his health. As we have had
long knowledge of thy regularity and business habits we quite wish to make the
offer of it to thee, and would be glad if thou couldst make it convenient to come over
to Wisbech by the 11th Train from Whittlesea on Tuesday next when we could talk
the matter over. We propose sending Mr. Mills by the early train that morning with
the accounts Book which he could Balance with thee, and afterwards supply thy
part during thy absence. G & Co
PS. If we hear nothing to the contrary we shall presume it will be convenient to
thee to come on Tuesday.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Memorandum 15 Jany 1853 Thos Bowles called & requested the Bond to be
delivered to him, which was done this day. The Bond was as security for Jas Ainger
as our agent at Whittlesea for 1 m[onth].
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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10th Febr 1853
W. G. Jackson
Dr Friend
May I trouble thee to be so good as to inform me if the discharge of the Bond
which I hold is likely to be effected shortly agreeably to thy proposal last Autumn so
as to enable me to make my arrangements accordingly.
My Partners also whould be glad to learn that the old standing accounts of the
Police and W Frieskers were likely to be settled in a few weeks. W P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
11 Feb[ruar]y 1853
John Baker Jr
We have duly rec[eive]d thy letter of the 9th ins[tan]t with the drafts of the Bond.
The difficulty to which thou alludes as to obtaining additional Guarantees we have
considered, and from our long experience of thy regularity and business habits, we
are disposed not to give thee any further trouble on the subject but to accept thy
proposal of a bond for £2000 from thy father, and of £1000 from Mr G H Ainger,
renewable in some other manner, in case of the decease of either of them.
Supposing this plan will meet thy views, we propose having the Bonds drawn up
agreeably to the rough drafts after we have heard from thee, and to forward them
at an early period for completion. W & A P
PS. In thy letter please to give us the description of thy father and the residence
& description, with name at full length of Mr G H Ainger for insertion in the Bonds.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
12 Feby 1853
Joseph Marshall
An order for £300 is sent to us from Hamford for which no provision appears to
be made, it being in addition to the extra advance required of us a short time since.
This cheque we have honored but must beg of thee not to value further upon us
until the present large balance is reduced which we trust thou wilt be able
convenient to effect very shortly.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
19 March 1853
John Baker Jr
We have rec[eive]d thy letter respecting thy erecting a new Room for the Bank
at thy own house. At present we hardly know what to advise on that subject, and in
fact a good deal seems to depend upon what thy future arrangements with Mr
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Ainger may be in case thou shouldst succeed
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to his wine business, and ultimately occupy the premises. We also should with that
anything that should be done, should meet his approbation. At the same time the
safe being under thy immediate charge at night is a great desideration and Jas
Ainger would probably be glad to be received from it. In a few days (say Thursday
on the following is Good Friday) our Alex Powell probably be at Whittlesea and the
matter then can be more fully talked soon.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
21 March 1853
Ch[arle]s Blake Esq 2 Sergeant Inn Temple
We beg to acknowledge thy letter of the 19th ins[tan]t respecting our being
sureties for our friend Jno Henry Gurney in a Bond to the Crown in his position as
Receiver of the Customs Revenue at Lynn. Agreeably to thy supposition he has
informed us on the subject, and we are perfectly willing that his Mortgage on the
Beckley Park Estate should be exonerated from the Bond. W & A P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
21 of 3rd mo[nth] 1853
Jno Baker Junr
In consequence of the observations in thy letter received this morning we leave
thee to do what appears best relative to the removal of the Bank to the proposed
new room on thy own premises, only please to take care that every thing is made
sufficiently secure. G B & P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
28 th of 3rd mo[nth] 1853
Jno Baker Junr
Our Alex P[owell] has been speaking to us about the use at the new building &
we would suggest the door of the present safe being removed to the upstairs room
and fitted up something as at present but with a light wooden door in front to s*reen
it leaving space for a small closet behind of strong brick work or stone so as not to
be combustible at the bottom of which a new chest for the cash can be placed.
PS. If there is any difficulty in removing the iron door please inform us.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
14 of 9th mo[nth] 1853
Dan[ie]l Fryer
May we request thou wilt again be kind enough to turn thy atten[tion] to the
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state of the Brewery acc[oun]t which is still as heavy as in March last when we
were informed arrangement were in progress for its
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reduction and which we had noted before this would have been completed. The
acc[oun]t is now nearly £8000 overdrawn this being as thou mayst probably
recollect 5000 beyond the sum understood as the extent to be required. We should
be obliged by a reply at thy early convenience, and will formally add up the firm if
thou wouldst prefer our doing so.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 17th Septr 1853
H[enr]y Morton
On coming here this morning I regret to find how very large our advances to
you has been the past week it has amounted to £7000 & we cannot consent to the
recurrence of this. The stringent state of the money market must make any
speculation in loan at the present prices of very doubtful issues, & we would recall
to your recollection what took place in 1847, as a consequence of the scarcity of
money. D G
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wm Exley ( a similar letter upwards of 4000 ) 17 /9/ 53
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wisbech 23rd Novr 1853
Thos Sturton
We will thank thee to have the goodness to inform us how the affairs between
thyself. Mr Johnsons Ex at his Key now o(?) turn, and whether the arrangements
are going on pleasantly between you. And also when we may expect further sums
to the credit of J(?) & K, and of y[our] private account to which we have received no
payment for a considerable time.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
5th of May 1854
Jas Ainger
We return thy B[an]king Book which we have made up to the 1st instant in
accordance with thy request, having entered the salary as usual to the 6th Jan[uar]y
of the proportion of bonus. At the same time, to there we have wished to make an
addition of 100£. & have accordingly entered that sum & thy credit in the name of
Peckover. B P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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17th of March 1854
To Edward Phillips
On further consideration of thy Brothers proposal we feel that the present
state of the money market renders it undesirable for us
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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( to E. Phillips continued )
to lock up our Bank funds & especially so for purposes at a distance. It is also
impossible to say what the rate of interest in London may shortly be, though there is
no doubt the sum may very readily be obtained on Mortgage. Should the parties
however be indisposed to adopt that course of proceeding and it would be an
accommodation to thy Brother we would advance him 3000 at 4 1/2 p cent int[erest]
on his note of hand & deposit of deeds with the understanding that the money will
be repaid in 3 years by annual installments of not less than 1000£ each. G B & P
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
18 March 1854
To Henry Johnson
Understanding from thee a feeling prevails that thou hast been in
communication with us to the disadvantage of Mr. Barley, we beg to say that
nothing of the kind ever occurred we never having seen thee on the subject and are
at a loss to account how such an idea has originated. G & Co
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
27 Nov 1854
To Henry Morton
We are much concerned at the present figures of thy account notwithstanding
our recent note & if thy financial department is not more clearly attended to our
Firm will really be obliged to decline continuing the transactions.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
27 March 1855
To Henry Morton
We are really concerned to see the unwarrantable figures of thy acc[ount].
We really cannot have it conducted with such perfect disregard to financial
arrangements. Trusting to receiving a very considerable remittance in a day or two.
We are yr[yours respectfully]
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
27 March 1855
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To William Exley
When we had a little conversation yesterday I was not aware of the present
large figures of thy account. We must beg they may be reduced next week to at
least 3 m.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
29 May 1855
To M*s Pratt Est[eemed] Fr[ien]d
We enclosed the usual additional payment of Ten Pounds the previous entries
having been made as usual to thy credit.
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Our agency at March has lately engaged a good deal of our attention, as we find
from one reason or other our connections are not so numerous as they were. One
cause may be attributed to the greater opposition, another to the unfavorable
position of the office in being so far from the town, and we feel that from thy other
engagements thou art not able to give it so much of thy personnel attention as
formerly. We have also thought whether from this latter cause which often clashes
with the Bank letters & it is really worth thy while being troubled with the agency
and if it would not be a relief to thee to get rid of it. We just throw out these hints for
thy consideration as whatever is done we should wish to do it pleasantly between
thyself and us. G B & Co
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
20 Feb 1852
T Horton
I beg to acknowledge thy late communication & also the receipt of the plan of
the estate. We hope in the course of a short period to be over at Holbeach, &
propose then to have some further conversation with thee on the subject.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
9th July 1855
Mr Pratt (March)
Our Alex Peckover having occasion to go to March that morning, we take the
opportunity to inform thee we have now looked over the March Books & placed the
am[oun]t of Petty Expenses £4.1.2 to thy credit. Enclosed thou wilt find £20 to cover
thy salary to the present time & begging respect**[fully?] our best wishes for thy
future welfare & that of thy wife and family ** by &.
PS. The £48 recorded as minus in the cash we take upon ourselves.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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10th October 1855
Wm Exley,
We have considered the proposal you have made with regard to your account
which we understand to be that the general credit you should have with us should
be £2000. But that sometimes this money be extended to £3000 as any particular
occasion should require. And that the writings of your property at Wisbech should
be placed in our hands as security, which property you value at 2000£. We accede to
this proposal but with the clear understanding that your account is not to be
overdrawn beyond the 3000. G B & P. p D S
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
p. 149
Conditions of Bond for £6000 given by WP dated 24th May 1836 to Revd H
Fardell, Thos Frusher, Jns Marshall wish Alg** & D Gurney as******.
Now the condition of the above written obligation is such that if thy above
bounder to Peckover shall to the extent of the monies which from time to time come
to his hands as such Treasurer as aforesaid on account of the Poor Rates of the
several Parishes forming paid of the said Union aforesaid, pay and satisfy all such
checks and drafts as still be drawn upon him by any three or more of the said
guardians and countersigned or witnessed by their clerk or by the Person who for
the time being, shall be acting as such Clerk as and when the same shall be
presented at his House or usual place of residence. And also shall when there unto
required by the said Board of Guardians or by the Poor Law Comm[issione]rs, and
upon reasonable notice in writing first given for that purpose well and faithfully
render to the said Guardians or to the Poor Law Commrs. a full just and time amount
of the monies from time to time received and paid by the said WP as such treasurer
so that the exact balance remaining in his hands may clearly and distinctly appear.
And also shall in compliance with the provisions of the said recited Act, once in
every quarter, or as often as the said Poor Law Commrs shall by any such order and
regulation in that behalf direct, but not less than once in every quarter, make and
render to such Board of Guardians or to such other persons as by virtue of any such
rule order or regulations may be appointed to examine audit allow or disallow the
account of the said Union, or of the several parishes thereof, or in default of any such
person being as appointed then to the Justices of the Peace at their Petty Lessons
for the Division or Division in which such Union or any of the Parishes thereof shall
be situate a full and district account in writing of all Monies received or expended
by the said WP, on behalf of such Union or any of the Parishes thereof under the
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Orders, or upon the drafts of the said Guardians to be drawn as aforesaid or under
the Rules Order and Regulations of the said Poor Law Comrs and if thereunto
required by such Justice Guardians Auditors or other persons employed in that
behalf, or by the said Poor Law Comrs shall from time to time su***** a declaration to
the truth thereof in manner provided by the said Act in that behalf and also provide
and keep all necessary and proper books for the said entry of such accounts and of
the receipts and disbursements of the said WP on behalf of the said Union or any of
p. 150
the Parishes thereof and shall make such entries in a fair and clear manner, and
produce such books for inspection when required by the said Guardians or by the
said Poor Law Comrs and describe a Declaration to the truth thereof when required
and in manner as aforesaid. And shall also duly and carefully preserve such books
and any other books deeds papers and writings and all vouchers for payments
belonging or relating to the said Union or any of the Parishes thereof as to the
receipt and expenditure of the Monies raised for the relief of the Poor or applicable
thereto & which shall come to the Hands or be in the custody or Power of the said
WP as such Treasurer or in anywise relating to such office or to the accounts
thereof, and shall, when thereunto required in manner aforesaid pay or cause to be
paid the balance then remaining in the Hands of h*** the said WP, his Ex[ecut]ors or
Adm[inistrato]r and hand over and deliver all such Books, accounts, securities and
other Papers and writings as aforesaid to be said board of Guardians or as the said
Poor Law Com[missione]rs may order and direct or to such person or persons as the
said board shall and may with the consent or by the direction of the “Poor Law
Comrs” authorize and appoint to receive the same. And generally if the above
bounden WP do and shall in all things well and faithfully execute discharge and
perform the duties of the said Treasurers wit** so held by him as aforesaid then the
above written Bond or Obligation shall be void.
List of Parishes
Wisbech St Peters : Wisbech St Mary’s : Elen Tyd St Giles
Livington, Parson Drove & Newton in the County of Cambridge and Walpole St
Peters : Walsohen : Emneth, West Walton and Walpole St Andrews in the County of
Norfolk.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
p. 151
8th April 1822
Lands Property of Edes & Nichols Mortgage Value Clear
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A.B.P
£ sd £ £
91-0-0 Chain Farm late rent 240 £ for panm present 210£





4365 9000 4365
p annm in Elm
274-0-0 In hand will now let for £ 274 and clear of all
outgoings
115-0-0 In Upwell called Canolds warth to let 


1000 2000 1000
115£ pr anm
42-0-0 In Elm called March Chain 1000 2000 1000
Wisbech House, Garden, Paddock
Granaries Stables & Clear
The Row of Cottages & Yards Clear 3000
18-0-0 In Friday Bridge 




10-0-0 In Wisbech 400 1300 900
7-0-0 In Do
10-0-0 Begdale called Herons Hall
3-0-0 In Elm Stitck Clear 500
80-0-0 In Elm call’d Four Score 2000 3000 1000
House and Land at Elton He**t of £100 each 100
Wisbech Canal, 3 shares at 50£ each 150
Thorney Turnp[i]ke 2 £100 shares £70 each 140
Ladders Field Bond for £100 - 5 pct 60
Nofolk Vote Land 100
150-0-0 Life Interest, called white House Farm
will let for £150 p anm
Do in Outwell £ 20 ’’ Clear
Forward £ 12315.0.0
p. 152
Forward 12315.0.0
124. Beast of Different Kinds 958.0.0
73. Houses 799.0.0
60. Swine 60.0.0
814. Sheep 1000.0.0
Implements etc 100.0.0
a mater Engine etc 200.0.0
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Corn In Granary & Yards 1700.0.0 4817.0.0
250 Acres wheat
60 Cole seed Growing
40 Beans £ 17132.0.0
＊本資料の冒頭に以下の記録が見られる。判読できない箇所も多いが、以下に記しておく。
p. 1
6 June Annual Payment
Sun Life Insurance Office
No 63 Threadneedle St
Policy 6906 amount £150 on the

life of Josiah Rumball due 6 June
£31. 4. 5
application } Arthur Bonfields father called to apply for him, And
16 July 1869 has other sons whose names he wishes to be entered in case of a
vacancy. Arthur is between 17 & 18 recommended by H[enr]y
Wright Outwell
p. 2
Applications for Situations as Clerks
T D Young, Sutton Bridge for his Son (at St Pauls School)
1851 Nov 1 Hobson, Long Sutton & Allenbys relative) for his son 14 years
Rich[ar]d Peeles Grandson p Gibbons or Clifton *edney 12 y[ea]rs
Catharine Hall for son
1852 April 15 Fred Bray aged 15 yrs
1854 Feb 10 Thos Ashton Dawban & Sons 22 (sons to Manchester)
Wm Butterbee for son 17 (sons to Provincial B[an]k)
Legge Fakenham for Son
B. Veall for ac
Jas Simpson second by A. C. Thompson Longsutton 21 years
1852 Sep 11 Edward Clarke Beceles recomd by Thos Brightween 18 years
1853 Ap 5 Jns F. Fryers recommended by Dawbans Son
Thos Nelson now at C. Metcalfes …….. (dead)
1855 Jan 13 Matthew Harrison for son aged ab[ou]t 22, has 8 sons.
Jan 1 Thos G Beatley Jn at T S Waton’s 12 years mentioned by R T Pate
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July Maurice Brittain’s son of M. B. Baptist minister at Wisbech, 19 years
old been in a warehouse
Simpson Haygarth, Grandson
Dec 1 Henslow & Son age 17 Jas Doyle
1857 Jan 7 Beales Foster late of Livingston upon to Smith Burman
R. Dawban Mr *****
1859 Mrs Escott, Longsutton, widow for her son aged 15
see new letter book also
1860 Nov 12 W Lawrance now abt 13 son of Lawrance the butcher
Dec 15 Henry Blood, brother to Blood the shopkeeper wants a**t*** now 17-
24 W. Guinley called privately to say if we wanted an agent at Sutton
Bridge he should be glad to be recollected. he is with Wm Shelton
1861 Feb 21 Thos Ashton, Bank of Liverpool - 35 years old & married
Dec 25 Char Dring aged 15 son of H N Dring now as school Moulton
Grammar
1862 Feb 25 Thos Bates aged 15 recom[men]d by Eleasee Johnson his mother
was D[aughte]r of Green married again to George Cole) is *ame from
an accident.
Apl 24 Wm Bulls letter above a young relative man wanting situation as B
[an]k agent
’’ Ewen son of Dr Ewing W Fletcher
1863 Mar 28 Thos Mote has a son about 14 now who wishes to be a clerk.
July 18 Barley of Fahenhous son. mentioned in a letter from Mrs E Barley.
1865 Jan 9 Sons of W Hutche son the clergyman at Welney aged 14.
Feb 3 Jns Thos Hill son of A Hill Walpole, aged 20, applied refers to ****
& Dennis
Apr 1 Wms May wished for a clerk situation for his grandson now 13
Apr 21 Mr Vick says that Mr Coates Maples son of D**** *** wants a
situation as clerk aged 16.
Henry ******s grandson aged 16, apply to H Oll**** wife
July 15 Alfred South*** applied for his son now at W G ***** named
Henry Betts applies for his son Alfred now 19.
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